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electronicVED: launch of the next generation of the 
top-rated product from Vaillant 

 

 A new display that is even easier to read  

 Built-in energyMONITOR for fully transparent consumption figures 

 Output increased from seven to eight litres per minute  

 

Frankfurt am Main / Remscheid, 12 March 2019 – With a new range of instantaneous 

electric water heaters, Vaillant unveils the next generation of its top-rated product at the 

ISH 2019 in Frankfurt am Main. Based on its successful electronics and control technology, 

the company has revamped its instantaneous electric water heater, which was given the 

seal of approval of consumer organisation Stiftung Warentest. The available volume of hot 

water has been increased from seven to eight litres per minute – at a hot-water temperature 

of 55 °C – across all models. Thanks to the Temptronic output and water volume regulation 

system, the fully electronic model electronicVED exclusive even supplies 10 to 16 litres per 

minute. What’s more, all models have been given a new design. 

 

The top-of-the-range models electronicVED exclusive and electronicVED plus have 

been fitted with a new display that is even easier to read, not to mention the built-in 

energyMONITOR. This Vaillant innovation makes it possible to display electricity and water 

consumption in kW and m3 for the previous 30- or 360-day period on the display or, in the 

case of the electronicVED exclusive, the remote control provided. Government subsidies of 

100 euros are available if replacing a hydraulic or older instantaneous electronic water 

heater with the electronicVED exclusive. 

 

The new basic model electronicVED now features a display to enable user-friendly 

adjustment and management of the water temperature. On the electronicVED pro, users 

can choose between water temperatures of 35, 45 and 55 °C simply by using the three-

step switch.  
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The electronicVED and the electronicVED exclusive models took first place in the most 

recent Stiftung Warentest product comparison, which was held four years ago. The 

organisation rated the Vaillant appliances as “very good” or “good” in the categories of hot-

water convenience, operation and safety. “These ratings spurred us on to enhance our 

instantaneous electric water heaters even further,” explains Sebastian Albert, Head of 

Product and Service Management at Vaillant Germany. 

 

Want to know more? Take a look at our online ISH 2019 feature aimed specifically at 

journalists at www.vaillant-group.com, where you can find extensive multimedia 

press materials. 

 

For your Twitter Channel 

#ISH2019: Instantaneous #electricwaterheaters – launch of the next generation of the 

top-rated product from #Vaillant. #electronicVED 

 

 

For your Facebook Channel 

With a new range of instantaneous electric water heaters, Vaillant unveils the next 

generation of its top-rated product at the ISH 2019 in Frankfurt am Main. The built-in 

energyMONITOR ensures transparency on consumption. 
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Press picture 

 

 
Caption:  
 
With a new range of instantaneous electric water heaters, Vaillant unveils the next generation of its top-rated product 
at the ISH 2019 in Frankfurt am Main. 
 
Image: Vaillant 

 

 

About Vaillant 

Vaillant offers its customers worldwide eco-friendly, energy-saving heating and ventilation systems that make 
increasing use of renewable energies. Its product portfolio encompasses solar-thermal and photovoltaic 
systems, heat pumps, ventilation systems for low-energy buildings, split air-conditioning units, high-efficiency 
heating systems using fossil fuels, and intelligent controls. 
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